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Reinventing a dark, outmoded kitchen can be achieved simply and
economically with deft design strokes, a careful choice of appliances and
close attention to spatial connections.
This light, white upgrade, by designer Robin Colton, replaces an existing
kitchen that lacked space, sunlight and storage. The original kitchen was
gutted, and a wall separating it from the sunny dining and living areas
was removed and replaced with a large island, says Colton.
"We gained some extra space from a storage room at the back, and put
the new refrigerator and oven into this area," says Colton. "The layout is
much the same as before, but appliances have been moved along the
newly elongated kitchen."
Ikea cabinetry and appliances were selected by Colton because they
suited the modern design and kept the refit costs down. The clean,
lustrous cabinetry is complemented by an eye-catching counter-to-ceiling
backsplash in light green, penny-round mosaics.
"The tilework is a feature of the kitchen and plays off the leafy views
from the windows – a little like a pixelated close-up of the foliage," says
Colton. "I also introduced horizontal mullions to the windows, to match
the shelving running across this wall. This draws attention to the lush
outlook and the tiles, accentuating the connection between them."
One of the windows replaced an existing door – the window retains much-
needed light penetration but frees up wall space underneath for
additional counter length.
"Other advantages of the remodel include plenty of extra storage in the
island and above-and below-counter wall cabinets," says Colton. "Behind
the cabinet doors, every plate, pot, pan and utensil has its place."

Vibrant, penny-round tiles on the backsplash
allow for easy upkeep and help accentuate the
room's bright, breezy ambiance.
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Credit List

Interior designer : Robin Colton, Laura
Britt Design (Austin, TX)
General contractor : Texas Construction
Company
Cabinetry : White lacquer by Ikea
Countertops : CaesarStone in Blizzard from
Alpha Granite
Lighting : Brasa pendants from Ikea
Backsplash : Paradise-green glossy penny-
round mosaics from Waterworks
Kitchen sink : Double bowl in white by
Ikea
Faucets : Single-lever mixer by Ikea
Oven and ventilation : Ikea
Refrigeration : Ikea
Dishwasher : Bosch
Flooring : Existing
Doors and windows : Pella
Kitchen furniture : Bar stools from Pottery
Barn
Artwork : Maureen Brouillette, from Gallery
Shoal Creek
Story by Charles Moxham
Photography by Coles Hairston
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